Who are forest-dependent people? A taxonomy to aid livelihood and land use decision-making in forested regions
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A B S T R A C T

The relationship between forests and people is of substantial interest to peoples and agencies that govern and use them, private sector actors that seek to manage and profit from them, NGOs who support and implement conservation and development projects, and researchers who study these relationships and others. The term 'forest-dependent people' is widely used to describe human populations that gain some form of benefits from forests. But despite its long history and widespread use, there are substantial divergences in what the term refers to, what each of its constituent words mean, and how many forest-dependent people there are globally. This paper identifies the range of existing uses and definitions of the term 'forest-dependent people', and summarizes them in a systematic taxonomy. Our taxonomy exposes the dimensions that characterize the relationships between people and forests, and leads to two conclusions: First, an absolute, universally accepted definition of the term is untenable. Rather, users of the term 'forest-dependent people' need to comprehensively define their population of interest with reference to the context and purpose of their forest- and people-related objectives. The framework and language of our taxonomy aims to aid such efforts. Second, conservation and development program funders, designers, and implementers must reconsider whether forest dependence is an appropriate target for policy objectives.

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Forests are a source of food, fuel, fiber, and income for millions of people globally. Forest-based industries provide employment and revenue for many others (Angelsen et al., 2014). Forests also generate environmental services on local, regional, and global scales (Bishop and Landell-Mills, 2002; Ojea et al., 2016). These interactions between forests and people are of significant interest to researchers who study them, and to government agencies, private sector actors, and NGOs, who fund and implement conservation and development projects to improve environmental and socio-economic outcomes in and around forests. Such interest is mounting, particularly in the context of forest certification, payments for environmental services programs, and forest-based climate change mitigation mechanisms (e.g. REDD+) that aim to achieve both forest conservation and socio-economic development (Kanowski et al., 2011; Thompson et al., 2011).

The term 'forest-dependent people' is widely used to describe human populations that derive benefits from forests in some way. In particular, the term is often used to refer to rural people living in poverty, including indigenous and traditional people, in substantially-forested developing countries. In academic literature, the term 'forest-dependent people' is frequently used to define the population of interest to a particular study: a Google Scholar search in October 2015 returned 2373 articles that use the exact term (Fig. 1). Donor agencies and NGOs refer to forest-dependent people in multiple contexts. For example, many research projects (CIFOR, 2014; Miah, 2014) and some entire research organizations (CIFOR, 2008) are named or oriented around the term 'forest-dependent people'. Additionally, some NGOs and donors use the term to define targeted beneficiaries of their actions and programs.
(Biodiversity International, 2015; ClimateWorks, 2015; RRL, 2015), or forest-sector investments (MSFP, 2011). Improving the livelihoods of forest-dependent people is a stated objective of the UN (UN, 2008), and people’s dependency on forests is highlighted in the UN Sustainable Development Goal 15 (UN, 2015). Finally, some donors measure the success of their programs using metrics and indicators that explicitly incorporate the term (ICF, 2014). Interpretation of the term ‘forest-dependent people’ is therefore of central importance to research, funding, and program activities aimed at forest–people interactions.

Despite the widespread use of the term ‘forest-dependent people’, there is little discussion and less agreement about who the term includes (Byron and Arnold, 1999). Papers that do formally define the term, or which at least describe attributes of the people they refer to, do so in multiple, divergent ways. The lack of agreed definitions means that it is also extremely difficult to compare across cases when the term ‘forest-dependent people’ is used in different ways. If two studies use different definitions and report contrasting outcomes of the impact of a particular development program on a population of forest-dependent people, it cannot be known whether that difference is a consequence of differences in definitions, different methods used to operationalize similar definitions, in the data used to derive forest dependence estimates, or for some other unknown reasons. At the very least, donors, governments, project managers, and NGOs need a clear sense of the definitions being used to compare cases of forest dependence and the relevant context, and to understand the impact of their programs and investments in the forest sector (Caplow et al., 2011).

There is also enormous uncertainty about how many forest-dependent people there are in the world (Chao, 2012). Multiple estimates exist at both global and national levels, but they vary by orders of magnitude, in part because of the wide variance in definitions. Beyond lack of clarity over who counts as ‘forest dependent’, a major challenge in generating meaningful estimates lies in the difficulties in bringing together demographic, socio-economic, and forest cover data (Calibre Consultants, 2012). These difficulties in comparing and estimating numbers mean that it is very difficult to understand the scale of any challenge or solution that concerns forest-dependent people, and to know where efforts to study or support forest-dependent people should be targeted or have been effective.

Forest-dependent people have most frequently been defined according to their membership in demographic groups that adopt particular livelihood strategies (Byron and Arnold, 1999; Shepherd, 2012). Such definitions of forest-dependence include “hunters and gatherers”, “shifting cultivators”, “wealthier farmers”, and “poor farmers” (Byron and Arnold, 1999, 797–799). However, such an approach to understanding forest dependence clusters diverse individuals and groups of people into somewhat arbitrarily-determined categories of livelihood strategies. Resulting typologies of forest dependence not only fail to capture the multiple dimensions of relationships between people and forests, they also fail to recognize that an individual may be dependent on forests in ways that blur category boundaries and that the specific categories are always subject to challenge because of their very arbitrariness. As importantly, such a definition of forest dependence is exceedingly difficult to operationalize across contexts and landscapes. A more systematic, disaggregated approach to the relationships between people and forests is necessary for a more comprehensive and generalizable understanding of who forest-dependent people are. This study takes a critical step in that direction by identifying the range of existing uses and definitions of the term ‘forest-dependent people’, and summarizing these in a systematic taxonomy.

2. Methods

2.1. Literature search

We conducted a literature review to explore and summarize existing uses of the term ‘forest-dependent people’. Our review began with the top 100 results for a Google Scholar search on the exact phrase ‘forest dependent people’ in November 2014. Google Scholar was more useful than Web of Science, as it captured grey literature (e.g. program documents and reports) from donors, NGOs, and program agencies, as well as research papers. We additionally employed a ‘snowball’ approach, to include an additional 30 papers that were cited by the top hundred papers identified during our initial keyword search. Our aim was to cover the most common characterizations of the phrase, ‘forest-dependent people’, for each identified paper, we extracted all characterizations (i.e. definitions or descriptions) of ‘forest-dependent people’, and disaggregated the characterizations into singular ‘dimensions’ that relate to a specific single aspect of a relationship between forests and peoples’ livelihoods. We identified eighteen dimensions along which the term was defined (see Results). Among the 130 articles reviewed, all but two of these dimensions had at least five examples; the majority (12/18) had at least 10 examples. Thus, we deemed that by this point we had achieved our objective of identifying the key dimensions along which ‘forest-dependent people’ are defined, and that there would be rapidly diminishing returns of reviewing additional papers. Only papers written in English were reviewed, since this is the dominant language of international policy.

2.2. Taxonomy construction

We created a new taxonomy of forest-dependent people based on our review. Our taxonomy represents the key dimensions that characterize relationships between forests and people’s livelihoods as described in the literature. We created a new taxonomic ‘branch’ for each dimension of forest dependence we encountered. Under each branch of the taxonomy, we cite references that explicitly discuss or implicitly allude to that dimension of forest dependence. However, citation of a particular paper within a particular branch does not imply that that paper characterized forest dependence only in that manner.

3. Results

The literature on forest-dependent people uses the term in a wide range of contexts, with corresponding variation in the characterization, scope, and use of the term. The term has been
used in at least 2373 publications since 1991 (the first use of the term we encountered; (Kusel and Fortmann, 1991)) (Fig. 1). In total, we reviewed 130 different publications that used the term ‘forest-dependent people’. Of these, 22 did not indicate how they characterized the term. The remaining 108 provided either an explicit definition or, more commonly, an informal description of how the term was interpreted or characterized in the context of that publication (Appendix A in the Supplemental material).

Fifty two of the 130 reviewed papers focused only on countries (one or more) within the tropics, while 14 papers focused only on countries (one or more) outside of the tropics. Sixty two papers took a multi-country perspective that included countries both within and outside of the tropics. Two papers did not indicate a geographic perspective. Fifty four papers focused solely on low-income, lower-middle-income, or upper-middle-income countries, while nine papers focused solely on high-income or high-income OECD countries. Sixty five papers included countries from both groups (World Bank, 2016).

Characterizations of ‘forest-dependent people’ varied considerably, particularly with respect to the part of the term that received the greatest attention. Some characterizations included references to the forest as a source of goods and services. The dimensions considered within such characterizations help to define what constitutes a forest product, or a forest service. Some characterizations included reference to dimensions of dependence. These dimensions highlight the contributions that forests make to livelihoods, and address the question of what constitutes significant use of, or reliance on, forests. Finally, some characterizations included reference to the social or demographic groups of people who use forests. These dimensions address the nature of the relationship between people and forests, including from a spatial perspective. In sum, different authors’ characterizations emphasized one or more alternate parts of the term to conceptualize forest-dependent people, forest-dependent people, or forest-dependent people, or forest-dependent people. Therefore, we here disaggregate the term ‘forest-dependent people’, and consider the different dimensions of each component.

Fig. 2 presents our taxonomy of the relationships between forests and people, using information from our review (Fig. 2). All of the dimensions of forest dependence in this taxonomy have been suggested by different authors to be constituent components of a definition of ‘forest-dependent people’.

3.1. Dimensions that focus on ‘forest’

A first set of dimensions are based on the nature of the benefits that forests provide to humans. Although there is considerable discussion of what constitutes a ‘forest’ (FAO, 2000; Sasaki and Putz, 2009), it is widely acknowledged that forests – however defined – are sources of both products and services. These products and services constitute values that people derive from forests.

3.1.1. Forest-dependent people may extract products from forests

The physical collection of forest products is the most direct way in which humans use forests. Harvested resources include wood products, bushmeat and fish, and non-timber forest products. Characterizations of forest-dependent people can refer to humans that harvest one or more of these groups of products (Byron and Arnold, 1999; Angelsen and Wunder, 2003; Calibre Consultants, 2012; Chao, 2012).

a) Harvesting of wood products, including timber, firewood, and charcoal, from forests is one of the most common interactions between people and forests. Firewood is the principal form of cooking fuel for many people (e.g. 70% of rural people in India; (Khare et al., 2000)), and many others construct their homes from forest-sourced timber (e.g. more than 20 million Ghana-
Holvoet and Muys, 2004; Fauchald et al., 2009; Tieguhong and Nkamgnia, 2012).

b) People may additionally or alternatively be considered to be forest dependent if their commercial livelihood is in part derived from forest products or services. That is, if some part of their income is derived from a forest-based economic activity (McSweeney, 2002; Easterling et al., 2007; Cronkleton et al., 2008; Timko et al., 2010). Such activities include: (i) Selling forest products (Haynes, 2003), such as timber, bushmeat, or NTFPs to neighbors or in formal markets; or selling environmental services, such as for ecotourism or via a payments for environmental services program. (ii) Engagement in agroforestry projects: growing trees, or commercially managing remnant forests (Raboanarielina, 2011). (iii) Working in forest enterprises, such as plantation management or timber mill operation (Humphrey, 1990; Kaimowitz, 2003; Tieguhong and Nkamgnia, 2012).

3.2.2. Dependence may be interpreted in terms of reliance

Having established that people’s dependence on forests can be described in terms of the contribution of forests to subsistence or commercial livelihoods, the degree of dependence may be considered in one or more ways. That is, dependence may relate to the extent to which people are reliant on forests, including the extent to which livelihoods would be worse off if forest access were to be reduced.
a) Dependence can have a meaning beyond livelihoods, and may include non-livelihood benefits to human wellbeing. In particular, urban dwellers who do not directly rely on forests for their subsistence or commercial livelihoods may none-the-less derive critical benefits from forests in the form of environmental services (e.g. protection of watersheds in which their food is grown, or climate regulation) (FAO, 1998).

b) One metric is to consider the proportion of a person’s livelihood that is derived from forests. This may be the proportion of a particular resource that is sourced from forests, or the proportion of multiple benefits sourced from forests (Pimentel et al., 1997; Bahuguna, 2000; Nayak and Berkes, 2008). For example, does all of a household’s income come from the sale of a particular NTFP, or do forest products rather supplement a predominantly agrarian income? Few authors stipulate what proportion should constitute dependence, but rather use language such as ‘most’, ‘mainly’, or ‘primarily’ (Poffenberger, 1996; McSweeney, 2002; Angelsen and Wunder, 2003).

c) Alternatively or additionally, forest dependence may be considered as the frequency with which a forest resource is collected or purchased (Adhikari et al., 2004; Timko and Kozak, 2014). For example, if a household regularly derives its protein principally from domestic livestock, but occasionally consumes bushmeat, they may be considered less forest dependent than a household whose staple protein supply is usually from fish caught in forest waterways.

d) Finally, dependence may be considered with respect to the extent to which forest-derived livelihood benefits may be non-substitutable, and the extent to which a person has an alternative available to them (Humphrey, 1990; Colfer, 1995; Cronkleton et al., 2008; Youn, 2009). If their forest-derived benefit could be substituted through a non-forest derived alternative, at low or no additional cost, then their dependence may be considered lesser than that for a person who has no alternative source for the same benefit.

3.3. Dimensions that focus on ‘people’

A third set of dimensions focus on the identification of relevant populations of people. These dimensions refer to the physical nature of the relationship between forests and people who derive benefits from them, emphasizing the spatial dimension.

3.3.1. Forest-dependent people may have a strong spatial relationship with a forest

a) People who live within forests (i.e. for whom forest is the dominant land use in all directions from their home) are often considered to be forest-dependent people. These include many traditional and indigenous communities, who have lived within forests for many generations (Halpin, 1990; Lynch, 1992; Wunder, 2001).

b) Forest-dependent people may additionally include those who live proximate to forests Belcher et al., 2015. That is, they live within a certain distance of a forest edge. In many cases, their commercial livelihoods may not be forest-based (e.g. they may be farmers; (Colfer et al., 2006; Fisher and Hirsch, 2008)), but because of their proximity or access to the forest they may depend on forests for some aspect of their livelihoods – for example, as a source of fuel, food, or supporting environmental services (Kusel, 1996; Lynch, 1998; Brown et al., 2002; Belcher, 2005; Bose et al., 2012).

c) Living in rural areas is considered by many authors to be a necessary dimension of forest dependence. That is, under this dimension, people living near to forests in urban areas would not be considered forest dependent (Schmithüsen et al., 1999; Uddin and Mukul, 2007; Osman-Elasha et al., 2009).

d) A fourth spatial dimension of forest dependence relates to people who have direct access to forests. This dimension considers people who live within or proximate to forests, but additionally extends to those who are connected by roads or waterways (Neumann and Hirsch, 2000; Padmanaha and Shell, 2007). Examples may include people who live in towns, but who visit forests to hunt for bushmeat or to recreate. Conversely, it may exclude people who live proximate to forests but who are prevented by barriers from accessing forest resources. Such barriers may be physical (e.g. fences) or institutional (e.g. strictly protected areas).

e) A further dimension, which could refine those based on proximity and access above, is to think about forest dependence as only signifying people who not only have access to forests but also have rights to forests (Djogo and Syaf, 2004). These access or user rights may be de jure or de facto, formal or customary (Poffenberger, 1996).

f) A final spatial dimension relates to downstream beneficiaries of forest products and services. This dimension refers to people who do not live within, proximate to, or with direct access to forests, but who none-the-less derive value from forests. Examples include downstream inhabitants of a forested watershed, who benefit from hydrological services; people who visit distant forests for recreational pursuits; consumers of forest products bought at urban domestic or international markets (Calibre Consultants, 2012); and, at the extreme, the global community, which benefits from the climate regulatory services that forests provide (UNECE, 2014).

4. Discussion

Our review revealed more than 155 different characterizations of ‘forest-dependent people’, with the earliest encountered use of the term by Kusel and Fortmann (1991) (Appendix A in the Supplementary material). A few authors did not characterize the term at all (e.g. Angelsen and Kaimowitz, 1999; Bhattacharya and Basnyat, 2003), in some cases perhaps because the term was used only in passing, and forest livelihoods were not the focus of the paper. Other authors provided multiple alternative characterizations within a single study or paper (e.g. Humphrey, 1990; Dubois, 2003). Some characterizations were extremely broad: for example, “poor people living in and around forests and using them to some degree” (Belcher, 2005, 83), and “anyone who ever makes any opportunistic use of some product of the forest” (Byron and Arnold, 1999, 789). Others were much narrower in scope: for example, people “whose livelihoods are directly or indirectly associated with forestry” (Tieguhong and Nakmangia, 2012, 197). Of course, not all characterizations were intended to be universal definitions to be transferable across contexts or studies; many authors characterized forest-dependent people in relation to specific systems or with a particular purpose. However, the multiple characterizations used in the papers we reviewed illustrate the divergent ways in which the same term is used within the published literature. Similarly, not all characterizations were independent – many papers cited or adapted each other’s characterizations. But the adoption of one author’s characterization by a different author indicates that this second author recognized merit in the original characterization.

Our taxonomy contributes to an understanding of the multiple dimensions in which forest-dependent people can be characterized. In all, it identifies eighteen different dimensions. Many papers characterized forest-dependent people using two or more dimensions (Humphrey, 1990; Kusel, 1996; Calibre Consultants, 2012). Some dimensions of forest-dependent people are mutually exclu-
sive: for example, forest dependence cannot be restricted to those living in and around forests if one's characterization of forest dependence includes regulatory climate services on a global scale. Other dimensions can be complementary: for example, forest-dependent people could be considered to be those who live in or proximate to forests, and who frequently extract forest products for their commercial livelihoods (e.g. Fisher et al., 1997). ‘People who live inside forests...and who are heavily dependent on forests for their livelihood primarily on a subsistence basis.’). Combinations of different dimensions lead to the identification of widely varying populations as ‘forest-dependent people’, confirming our hypothesis that defining forest-dependent people solely according to membership in social or demographic groups that adopt particular livelihood strategies (Byron and Arnold, 1999; Shepherd, 2012) is not a wholly satisfactory way of tackling the question of ‘who are forest-dependent people?’.

4.1. So who are forest-dependent people?

Our review demonstrates that the term ‘forest-dependent people’ has been used to refer to a diverse array of individuals and groups. These people include indigenous Amazonians (Dubois, 1996), swidden farmers in Papua (Lawry and McLain, 2012), and cattle grazers in India (Khare et al., 2000), as well as people employed in the forestry sector in Canada (Hajjar et al., 2014), forest dwellers in the Russian Far East and Siberia (Vandergert and Newell, 2003), and communities economically dependent on timber and forest tourism in California (Kusel and Fortmann, 1991). As such, we found that of the term extended beyond the conservation-and-development literature that addresses poverty in and around tropical forests.

Further, the relationships between forests and people can be characterized with respect to at least 18 different dimensions. Some of these characterizations are directly incompatible: for example, “people...living in or adjacent to tropical forests” (Pimentel et al., 1997, 99) and “consumers of forest products among the urban poor” (Dubois, 2003, 69) are by definition different groups of people.

The diversity of individuals and groups captured under the umbrella of the term ‘forest-dependent people’, and the diversity of dimensions in which the relationships between forest and people’s livelihood can be explored, leads us to conclude that an absolute, universally accepted definition of the term does not exist and may be untenable. First, as stated above, many authors define forest-dependent people in relation to a specific purpose. That is, they do not aspire to make statements that are universally generalizable, but rather appropriate the term for a particular context, to describe a unique sub-set of people that matches the system of interest to them in a particular place at a particular time. Second, a universal definition would necessitate some parameterization and definition of terms (e.g. what proportion or frequency constitutes ‘dependence’?). Attempts to universally define and parameterize these terms are unlikely to satisfy all users, given the inherent variability between contexts. As such, we do not attempt to provide a workable or comprehensive definition of the term ourselves, nor do we advocate for such a definition.

Rather, our first objective in this discussion is to encourage users of the term ‘forest-dependent people’ (and analogous terms) to more carefully define and parameterize who they are using the term to refer to. We suggest that, on its own, the term ‘forest-dependent people’ is at best meaningless, and at worst misleading. Our review demonstrates that many papers using the term do so in passing, without articulating the relationship between the implicit meaning they ascribe to the term and the groups of people that the term signifies for them. We therefore advocate that those using the term lend more careful and explicit attention to their characterization of the term by attending to the context or purpose for which it is being used. Our taxonomy provides a framework and language for selecting the most appropriate dimensions.

It could be contended that other terms may describe the population of interest better than the term ‘forest-dependent people’. Indeed, during our review we encountered multiple alternative terms, which were used to refer to similar populations of people. These analogous terms included: ‘forest-dependent communities’, ‘forest-based people’, ‘forest-reliant people’, ‘forest peoples’, ‘forest users’, and ‘forest-based livelihoods’. However, the frequency with which the term ‘forest-dependent people’ has been used in recent publications suggests that it continues to be heavily used (Fig. 1). It also is not clear that alternative terms are any better defined. ‘Forest-dependent people’ may be an imperfect term, but it represents something about a set of people of interest to many individuals and agencies. These alternative terms likely face the same challenges of being loosely defined and open to multiple interpretations, though may convey fewer connotations or assumptions.

It could also be contended that the term ‘forest-dependent people’ carries political weight that may be unrelated to its definitional clarity. Indeed, it seems likely that the term’s origins lie in a desire by some development practitioners and researchers in the 1990s to generate visibility for, and to advocate on behalf of, marginalized constituencies of people living in poverty in rural forested areas, and/or to highlight social development incentives for conserving tropical forests. In this sense, a literal interpretation of all of its instances (as done in this article) may miss capturing the spirit in which the term has often been used. However, as we explain in our introduction, the term is currently being used in ways that are much more specific: for example, to define target populations for funding and research, and to measure progress and impact. Such quantitative objectives demand the use of well-defined terms to unambiguously identify populations of interest.

4.2. Is forest dependence necessarily a good thing?

Our second ambition in this discussion is to question whether forest dependence is an appropriate trait for policy- or program-makers to target. Development agencies and NGOs variously state that an aim of their forest sector investments is to change either the number of forest-dependent people, or the extent to which those people are reliant on forests, or the benefit flows from forests to people (ICF, 2014; RRI, 2015). However, it is not intuitively obvious that either increasing or decreasing forest dependence in any of these dimensions is a policy objective that necessarily benefits the people in question or that is always desirable.

A long-running debate in the literature on forests and livelihoods asks whether forests act principally as a safety net or a poverty trap (Wunder, 2001; Angelsen and Wunder, 2003; Cronkleton et al., 2008; Sunderlin et al., 2008; Nkem et al., 2010). The safety net perspective argues that forest-dependent people living in poverty are supported by forests, particularly in response to shocks that generate crises such as food scarcity (Staddon, 2001; Dubois, 2003; Kaimowitz, 2003). The poverty trap perspective argues that forest-dependent people may be constrained in their opportunities for development and improved well-being precisely because they depend on forests (Delacote, 2009). The debate remains unresolved, but in the absence of an answer (and without an agreed definition of who forest-dependent people are) it is not clear whether forest dependence is ever, usually, or always a desirable state of being. Greater benefit flows from forests to people could conceivably help to support livelihoods and lift people out of poverty. Conversely, greater reliance on (often diminishing) forest resources by growing numbers of people could generate unsustainable conservation and development pressures.

It may be that increasing the autonomy of forest-dependent people to manage forest resources and to direct their own deve-
opment trajectories is a more appropriate policy objective than is uniformly trying to influence the extent of forest dependence across a wide range of contexts. That is, promoting increased local control over forest resources might be one mechanism for supporting sustainable livelihoods among rural people living in poverty in or near to forests in developing countries (Schmitzusion et al., 1995, Banerjee, 2000; Hajjar et al., 2012). Secure land tenure and for-
est management rights can empower communities to manage the forests in a manner that contributes to sustainable livelihood bene-
fits (Chhatre and Agrawal, 2009; Ming’ate et al., 2014). Community control over forest resources can extend from complete ownership and management autonomy, to co-management with state or private agencies.

5. Conclusion

Forest-dependent people are frequently cited as the target of research and development programs, but the demographic is inconsistently and inadequately defined by researchers, practitioners, and donors. Our taxonomy highlights 18 dimensions that may characterize the relationships between forests and people’s livelihoods. Some of these dimensions are complementary, but others are mutually exclusive. Therefore, it is important to attend to the specific ways in which forest dependence is being signified if findings from research on the subject is to be comparable, and if the impact of policy interventions are to be assessed. The framework and language that this taxonomy provides may aid users of the term ‘forest-dependent people’ to define their population of interest more comprehensively, for the context and purpose. More broadly, we question whether forest dependence is an appropriate trait for policy objectives, and suggest that increasing the autonomy of forest-dependent people to manage forest resources may be a route to achieve livelihood development objectives.
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